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Here’s one of the most valuable and sought-after HO Scale Brass diesel locomotive sets ever produced. Since the time it 
was manufactured, the way that packages are handled by the major carriers has changed dramatically. Each model 
weighs about 2 LBS and they came packed three (3) models to one box. These days, those heavy models are very likely 
to be badly damaged if shipped in their original boxes with original foam. It’s the end railings and pilots that get bent 
over and broken off. And it’s those high-speed shipping conveyor systems used by the big shipping companies that are 
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the symptom of the problem. REPEATING… These models will very likely be DAMAGED and DESTROYED if they are 
shipped in the standard boxes that the models came with at their time of import. 

 

Here’s the REAL PROBLEM—The model boxes have foam inside of them that is much too soft to protect them in today’s 
shipping environment. That foam is especially thin at each end of the model. [THE IMAGE BELOW SHOWS ONE OF THE 
ACTUAL FOAM LINERS.] With conveyor belts running 10+ mph in some sorting facilities, and stainless-steel bats waiting 
to knock boxes from one belt to another, every time the model box is impacted during transit, to those three models 
inside the box it’s very much like three of us taking a car trip then enduring multiple head-on collisions in our automobile 
with NO seat belts, NO shoulder harnesses, and NO air bags. Valuable brass models deserve better protection. 

Please take the issue as seriously as we do. Having safely shipped some 4,000 models in my time as a pro-service 
provider and having helped a brass importer to design BETTER packaging for their models, I can attest to the positive 
difference good packing can create for you. Scroll down for MUCH MORE on this topic… 
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SOLVING THE PROBLEM is easy to do if we REALIZE AND UNDERSTAND that the old soft foam designs were a legacy 
handed down from a time when packages were hand-sorted and hand-delivered by mail men and delivery drivers. After 
the brass models were manufactured, they were put into their original boxes and then gently driven to the airport 
where they were gently air expressed from Japan, South Korea and China to the USA. Groups of boxes were packed 
inside of very large shipping boxes. Those shipping cartons had six foam sides each being 2-4 inches thick with protective 
cardboard on the inside of the load too. But once the models arrived here, each model box was removed from the big 
protective carton. Then shipped to dealers one model box at a time. Dealers then shipped to buyers. And most of those 
buyers have sold and shipped the same models to other buyers who have in turn done the same thing again and again. 
Most brass models have been resold and reshipped a dozen times by now. More recent journeys have certainly 
damaged many of them as a result. Buying models from un-aware sellers on auction sites leads to many brass casualties. 

Increasingly, the package handling systems have been modernized to increase capacity and the speed at which packages 
get sorted and stacked up in vans, trucks, and rail containers. Virtually any soft foam liner in an older brass locomotive 
box is unfit to protect the model in today’s shipping environment. That thin bit of foam on either end of the locomotive 
model can be easily compressed flat with some light finger pressure. If you don’t believe me then please, try it for 
yourself. During impacts, the models literally crash into their own box on the insides, as these boxes get tossed every 
which-way during shipping. The holiday rush is the worst time of year to ship brass models in the USA for the period 
Nov 15 through Jan 15. Many shipping boxes are stacked on end while packed tightly into trucks and vans. Cross-
country deliveries happen with models packed inside of semi-truck trailers and containers. Every highway pothole 
shocks the boxes within the load. Every time the slack runs in on a freight train, every box in every container is impacted. 
That happens thousands of times on a coast-to-coast run. What if the rail car that your box is loaded onto has a flat spot 
on one of the wheel sets? That loud BANG BANG BANG that we hear when one of those rail cars rolls down the mainline 
can go on for hundreds or thousands of miles as the train proceeds down the track. Flat spots and slack action are very 
much like hammers and bull-whips hitting every box riding on that particular railroad car. Slack damage happens to 
literally everything shipped inside of railroad containers. Brass model trains are some of the most delicate items inside. 

Thousands of these old model boxes with old, deteriorated foam liners (most smell like almonds, mildew, or both) are 
still around and are a danger to most models made more than 10-20 years ago. They’re still with us. But they simply do 
not stand up to the rigors of modern-day transport to protect our brass model trains. That’s why we need to be 
proactive to mitigate these dangers when we ship… 
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The model box and foam shown above are original to this HO Scale Brass model locomotive. The foam was in one solid 
piece 2 days prior when the DEALER shipped it to my client. By my estimation, considering how many people buy and 
sell brass models each week, every month there are dozens of brass model trains being damaged or destroyed in transit. 
That’s because most sellers and buyers are NOT aware of this problem until its already ruined the model AND the sale. 
Many old foams turn into dust during transit. It’s the vibration that does it. Every little bump in the road shatters the old 
foam that is worn out from age. It can no longer hold itself together, let alone protect the brass model train. As the foam 
disintegrates one bump at a time, there’s less and less remaining to keep the model from sliding around inside the 
model box. Everything gets dented. Especially the pilots, end railings, headlights, bells, cab roof, tender coal slope 
sheets, ladders, foot boards and corner steps. Diesel models get their pilots and end railing bent, broken, and torn off. 

Many of these things are VERY difficult to repair. Many models are ruined to the point that repairing them would cost 
far more, than simply buying another model that DOES arrive your location UN-damaged. In that view above, the large 
dealer that sold and shipped the model needed to THROW AWAY THAT OLD FOAM LINER AND REPLACE IT BEFORE 
SHIPPING with better, modern materials designed to protect delicate contents. The best NEW material to use is small 
cell bubble wrap. It’s sold many places for a few dollars in amounts typically suitable to fill an HO locomotive box. They 
sell it at the Post Office, the UPS stores, the Pack-and-Send places, Home Depot, Ace Hardware, Kinko’s/FedEx, Office 
Depot, and even many food stores have bubble wrap in the office supplies isle. But it’s not just the model box to repack. 
THE SHIPPING BOX MUST BE CONSIDERABLY LARGER THAN THE MODEL BOX AND ALSO PACKED WELL WITH MORE 
BUBBLE WRAP OR DENSE FOAM PEANUTS. It’s that shipping box that will help to protect the model from vibration, 
shocks, and stainless-steel battering rams trying to send your collectibles into orbit. Plan to repack the model inside of 
its model box. Then plan to use a larger shipping box to enhance the protection for each brass model that is being 
shipped for sale or to a shop for custom work. That’s the best advice we can provide. 
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Please feel free to share and repost this document. Every brass 
model safely shipped is one saved for future generations! 
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Please visit our website at: 

www.JEFFLEMKETRAINS.com 

You’ll find much more information covering a variety of topics on our home page. 

Please be sure to check our LINKS page for more white paper PDFs like this one. 

 

 


